This paper presents a novel approach towards showing how contractor in agent-based simulation for complex warfare system such as multi-sensor battlefield reconnaissance system can be selected in Contract Net Protocol (CNP) with high efficiency. We first analyze agent and agent-based simulation framework, CNP and collaborators, and present agents interaction chain used to actualize CNP and establish agents trust network. We then obtain contractor's importance weight and dynamic trust by presenting fuzzy similarity-based algorithm and trust modifying algorithm, thus we propose contractor selecting approach based on maximum dynamic integrative trust. We validate the feasibility and capability of this approach by implementing simulation, analyzing compared results and checking the model.
Introduction
Agent is an encapsulated computational software system, which is capable of perceiving events in its environment and acting in its environment guided by perceptions and stored information [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . A multi-agent system, as a collection of agents that work together in order to meet an in-community-shared goal [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , is designed to cope with a complex problem involving either distributed data, knowledge, or control by a certain interaction mechanism. Agent-based simulation [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , as a useful tool to explore complex intelligent systems, is usually applied to describe real entities operation process by representing agents interaction behaviors.
The analysis and comprehensive understanding of complex warfare system is extremely difficult and in most cases impossible for humans to grasp without the assistance of advanced tools such as agent-based simulations, since modern warfare system is complex intelligent system and the demand on quality and costeffectiveness of simulation is rising. On information battlefield, multi-sensor battlefield reconnaissance system (BRS) has heterogeneous members, such as photo-reconnaissance vehicles, electronic reconnaissance vehicles, armored reconnaissance vehicles, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and information processing vehicles, which have lives and administrative levels. These members have believes, desires, intentions, and it may adopt a role or have relationships with each other. Therefore, it may be seen as a collection of heterogeneous, computational entity agents, i.e., a battlefield reconnaissance multi-agent system, having their own problem solving capabilities and which are able to interact among them in order to reach the overall goal of intelligence reconnaissance.
In order to achieve an agreement among the agents concerning a mutually advantageous cooperation, an effectual collaboration mechanism must be used. Agents interaction protocol has attracted researchers in a surprisingly wide variety of disciplines ranging from computer science and engineering to the military sciences.
In the agent domain, Contract Net Protocol (CNP) has been standardized by the Foundations of Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [24] . CNP [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] is the most widely used cooperation and coordination method, and is one of the most popular agents interaction protocols used. CNP is a high level protocol for achieving efficient cooperation based on a market-like protocol. Since BRS acts as a multi-sensor battlefield reconnaissance multi-agent system when agent-based modeling and simulation technology is used to give concept developers a view to the future by enabling them to simulate and manipulate in near real-time operational conditions, it is reasonable to apply CNP to describe and analyze the multi-sensor reconnaissance entity agents interactions.
Thus, a problem is put forward spontaneously: how to select a reconnaissance agent contractor.
With a view to the problem, a lot of research results centre on approaches to selecting rational contractor according to real conditions. However, current results meet a challenge because of many complexities and subtleties in these such as:
• Implementing agent-based simulation through CNP, i.e., enabling communication and interaction among the agents by selecting contractor with its importance weight and dynamic trust.
• Computing the importance weight of a contractor during interactions.
• Modifying the trust of a contractor according to its performance in the former interaction stage.
In this paper, according to the requirement of describing of military agents interactions, the FIPA CNP is extensively used for inter-agent collaboration in dynamic military reconnaissance task scheduling during agent-based multi-sensor battlefield reconnaissance modeling and simulation. To resolve the above problem, we try to design a novel approach to selecting a reconnaissance agent contractor that can combine information of its fuzzy similarity-based importance weight and dynamic trust for reliable battlefield reconnaissance actions simulation.
Agent-based
Multi-sensor Battlefield Reconnaissance Simulation 2.1. Agent and Agent-based Simulation Framework As shown in Figure 1 , an entity agent can extract rules from the data bases of belief, desire and knowledge, and produce intention framework by rules reasoning to create actions sequence. Furthermore, its reasoning rules can be modified according to the feedback. Actually, the concept of intelligence means that the agent is provided with knowledge of the user's wishes and makes use of this knowledge. It also refers to the intelligent behavior emerging from the agents societies. A member in BRS executes an intelligent behavior and a sequence of data sensed by respective intelligence reconnaissance equipment. Local structures are extracted by principal component analysis, and a global map is build by integrating them. In the simulation model, a reconnaissance entity behavior can be described by a reactive rule: IF sensing condition THEN action, where a sensing condition can be directly checked on sensed values and an action can be executed by command signals. Thus, we can further design the control mechanism of a sensor reconnaissance entity agent (See Figure 2 ) by transforming the entity agent model in Figure 1 . On information battlefield, the internal members of BRS run with autonomy and interaction. The general reconnaissance platforms (photo-reconnaissance vehicles, electronic reconnaissance vehicles, armored reconnaissance vehicles, UAVs) accept the instructions and orders from information processing vehicles, and take actions including scouting advance, alertness reconnaissance, awaiting orders. The information processing vehicles receive the intelligence from the general reconnaissance platforms, carry through information fusion and make decision. There are also a lot of cooperation, coordination and negotiation among different general reconnaissance platforms. BRS is so alike a multi-agent system in behaviors that we can set up mappings from the internal members of BRS to agents, e.g., photo-reconnaissance vehicle  photoreconnaissance vehicle agent, UAV  UAV agent.
In the course of the mappings, we should sort not only the function agents (multi-sensor reconnaissance platforms agents), but also the administration agents and service agents including federation manager agent, declare manager agent, federation manager agent, time manager agent, data distribute manager agent, which play the roles of demonstration control, simulation evaluation, data base, situation displaying, command practice and battlefield environment. The function agents in Red Force or Blue Force can be aggregated into the Red or Blue agents federation, and the administration agents and service agents can be aggregated into the "White" federation. In this way, we can design the basic architecture of agent-based multisensor BRS simulation as shown in Figure 3 . 
CNP and Collaborators
An agent-based solution usually consists in designing and implementing some entity agents which co-operate in order to reach their internal goals. Collaboration is an interactive process among many smart mobile agents that results in varying degrees of cooperation and competition and ultimately leads to commitment. This will result in total agreement, consensus or disagreement.
CNP as well as the CNP-family protocols recognizes two roles which the involved parties may take on: an Initiator and a Participant. The Initiator is responsible for (i) initiation the collaboration, (ii) collection, evaluation and matching proposals (bids) submitted by the Participants and (iii) informing Participants about results together with finalizing the collaboration with them [25] [26] [27] . In auctions the Initiator/Participant terminology is used e.g. by FIPA and we follow it too. In contrast to the original CNP, the extended CNP model has functions of conditions constraints and confirmations for some key military tasks. 
Controllers
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In our case, warfare system consists of a Red armored force unit (including a command vehicle and some armored reconnaissance platforms) and a Blue army troop (including one information processing vehicle and some other reconnaissance platforms). The Contract Net initiator as a manager represents the combat command vehicle agent or information processing vehicle agent, and all other participants as contractors represent the other entity agents. The roles of manager and participants are changed once interactions relation changes.
Of course, we can also call the initiators and participants as collaborators acting as agents by CNP (See Figure 4) , which are inclined towards maximizing the military profit and thus are open to collaboration. 
Agents Interaction Chain
In selecting contractor in agent-based multi-sensor battlefield reconnaissance simulation, interaction is the kernel. Therefore, we should focus on interaction expression and implementation. In our model, multisensor BRS agents are connected by a chain network sharing a common knowledge and forming interaction relationship.
In order to further explore the characteristics of warfare system in agent-based simulation, we present agents interaction chain concept, since interaction process of two entity agents is essentially a hierarchical entity chain form for complex system. As shown in Figure 5 , a circle represents an entity agent; t means "Task Input" that drives an entity agent take its actions, expressed as a broken line arrow; while a real line arrow represents inter-agent interactions. By this rule symbol system, we can establish agents interaction chain that plays an important role in CNP mechanism and its corresponding contractor selecting approach. The chain network that links the entity agents can be viewed as a collaboration graph. Thus in our model CNP can be viewed as a set of public rules that dictate the conduct of a reconnaissance entity agent with other reconnaissance entity agents to achieve a desired final outcome in sharing the knowledge and performing actions that satisfy a desired goal satisfying military functions. Therefore, agents interaction chain can be used to represent a collaboration process. This chain expresses the connectivity relationship among the reconnaissance entity agents, which reflects the contractor selecting process in CNP.
Contractor Selecting Approach Based on
Maximum Dynamic Integrative Trust 3.1. Flow Chart During multi-sensor battlefield reconnaissance agents interaction based on CNP, to select a contractor with interaction efficiency and real situation is the key. We here propose a novel approach, contractor selecting approach based on maximum dynamic integrative trust, which takes the contractor's importance weight and dynamic trust into account. The flow chart of this approach is shown in Figure 6 . In our approach, the factors of selecting contractor include the importance weight of a contractor, its performance and reliability, and its learning capability, by presenting respectively fuzzy similarity-based algorithm, agents trust network and trust modifying algorithm. Those agents fulfilling battlefield reconnaissance task in the former stage CNP interaction could be given more trust to take on a contract.
In a certain stage interaction, the selected contractor must have the maximum trust in all collaborators. Its trust can be defined as ) (
Computing the Importance Weights of Potential Contractors
Multi-sensor BRS is investigated by numerous researchers. Practical applications of battlefield reconnaissance data fusion have necessarily been many areas in which the required output of an analysis may not be measured or scouted directly. This is particularly important in remote sensing such as target identification and tracking [31] [32] . However, the problem of integrating results from multiple computations has been a difficulty needing to be studied by computer scientists or engineers interested in this area. Unfortunately, there are very few exceptions that can give priority to those sensor reconnaissance entities with high stability and high reliability in battlefield reconnaissance and information fusion [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] .
Fuzzy set theory has founded successful applications in a number of fields in recent years. It will be a good tool to distinguish and evaluate the different roles of different sensor reconnaissance entities. The objective of this paper is to design a novel, fuzzy similarity-based algorithm that can synergistically combine information from sensor reconnaissance entities for reliable and accurate computing for the importance weights of a contractor in agent-based simulation by using CNP.
Battlefield reconnaissance of intelligent sensor reconnaissance platforms is usually performed in complicated circumstances. Affected synthetically by all kinds of stochastic factors, the reconnaissance values are full of uncertainty. Actually, these data which belong to a Normal Distribution [33] [34] are the required samples of multi-sensor battlefield reconnaissance and information fusion.
We assume that there is a multi-sensor BRS with n sensor reconnaissance entities used to carry through battlefield reconnaissance by measurement and estimation. The No. i sensor reconnaissance entity is used to scout k times in a short time and thereby we gets k measurement values:
The fuzzy similarity-based algorithm is used in four stages.
In the first stage, data from multiple sensor reconnaissance entities are noted. The mean measurement value x i , standard deviation σ i of the No. i entity, and the estimated value x 0 and standard deviation σ 0 of the multi-sensor BRS are calculated as
In the second stage, Grubbs judgment algorithm is used to eliminate those wrong data which will reduce the precision of battlefield reconnaissance inevitably. We arrange x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , …, x n from the minimum to the maximum and give the significance α. We define Grubbs statistic g i as
If this Grubbs statistic g i goes beyond the limit, i.e., g m ≥ g 0 (n, α), then the wrongly measured datum x m , which is the maximum or minimum, is eliminated.
In the third stage, according to fuzzy set theory, a certain sensor reconnaissance entity's measurement values and the multi-sensor BRS' estimated values are respectively expressed as normal fuzzy sets A i and A 0 . The fuzzy similarity between them is used to determine the importance weigh of a certain sensor reconnaissance entity. Thus,
Then, the fuzzy similarity between A i and A 0 can be illuminated by Figure 7 . Figure 7 .
By (4) and (5), we can obtain a new equation
Therefore, 
t″ is beyond the bounds between x i and x 0 , so it should be eliminated. Accordingly,
By associating (7) with (9), we can get the value of A i A 0 as follows:
According to the definition of A i ⊙A 0 , A i ⊙A 0 is the minimum of A i  A 0 . From Figure 7 , we can know that the minimum is zero, i.e., A i ⊙A 0 =0. Since the similarity between fuzzy sets A i and A 0 can be defined as
the similarity between fuzzy sets A i and A 0 is
S(A i ,A 0 ) is larger, A i is closer to A 0 . This fact shows that S(A i ,A 0 ) can be viewed as the importance weigh of the No. i sensor reconnaissance entity during the course of data fusion [35] .
In the last stage, we calculate each entity's relative importance weigh as follows:
Then, we realize battlefield reconnaissance information fusion on the basis of each sensor reconnaissance entity's importance weigh calculated. The final data fusion result is
Constructing Agents Trust Network
Trust became an accredited aspect not only in social, but also in computer science [38] [39] [40] . Agent-based multisensor BRS is one of the environments where trust is indispensable and plays important roles in (i) helping determine the most reliable interaction partner (i.e., those in which the agent has the highest trust); (ii) influencing the interaction process itself (e.g., an agent's contract stance may vary according to another agent's trust level); (iii) defining the set of issues the need to be settled in the contract (i.e., the higher the trust, the more that can be left implicit in the contract).
Note that multi-sensor battlefield reconnaissance agents interaction comes into being only there is trust between collaborators. Thus, to build a trust network is an important step.
Since agents interaction chain can be viewed as a collaboration graph and reflects the contractor selecting process in CNP, we design it to be a bridge to connect trust. Thus, agents interaction chain is essentially the way of transforming real interaction relationship to a trust network where chain node agents are collaborators to be computed for trust. The method of transformation to agents trust network is to reserve the agents interaction arrows and remove other elements.
For the trust network shown as Figure 8 , the trust of agent a to agent b can be calculate as
In formula (15) , con1 means agent a has a direct trust on agent b; con2 means agent a has a recommendation trust on agent b; con3 means agent a has no trust on agent b. Fig. 8 . Agents trust network.
Updating the Trust of an Contractor
The degree of trust on a contractor is updated on the basis of the degree of importance of agent in a certain interaction issue.
After an initiator (real manager) a informed a contractor (real participant) b, the contractor performs the certain interaction issue contract through exerting its authority and capability. Thus, the initiator updates the trust on the contractor according to task performing, as
In formula (16), con1 means "If task is performed successfully"; con2 means "If task is not performed"; s  and f  represent respectively the increased and decreased trust of the initiator on the contractor. Note that s  and f  are dynamic, since the trust has close relationship with the contractor's reconnaissance ability for this interaction issue, i.e., the higher the ability (the degree of importance), the more increased trust on the contractor.
Let us review the performance of two functions:
. As shown in Figure 9 , when x increases, y increases. However, when x is closer to 0, ) where con1 and con2 have the same meaning with formula (16) respectively. During initialization, the trust on all latent contractors is put as 1 by the initiator. After an interaction issue, different contractors' reconnaissance results are different, i.e., their abilities and importance degrees are different, therefore, each contractor's task performing according to the contract is taken into account as trust for the next interaction issue. Thus, we can obtain a total dynamic trust to select contractor. From the view of the sensor reconnaissance entity agent, it actualizes self-learning function during this process.
Case Study

Implementing Simulation
The case study system that we set up can be illustrated by Figure 10 . Figure 10 (a) presents the agents interaction chain that expresses the relationship in dynamic and real-time military reconnaissance operations, in which T and t represent task inputs for Red Force agents and Blue Force agents respectively. In this case, in order to give clear expression for the difference of multi-sensor reconnaissance entities in Red Force and Blue Force, we further define the rule symbol system of agents interaction chain by supposing that the interaction operation from a entity agent in Red Force to one in Blue Force is represented as a red arrow, while the interaction operation from a entity agent in Blue Force to one in Red Force is represented as a blue arrow.
In Figure 10 , different circles represent respective entity agents, as follows: Since agents interaction chain can be used to not only actualize CNP but also establish agents trust network, we transform the above agents interaction chain in Figure 10 The interaction can be interpreted as follows. -A call for proposals message is sent to the Participants from the Initiator following CNP.
-The Participants reply to the Initiator with the proposed intelligence reconnaissance plan times. The form of this message is either a proposal or a refusal.
-The Initiator sends accept or reject messages to Participants.
-The Participants which agree to the proposed combat plan inform the Initiator that they have completed the request to schedule warfare activities.
In this process, there are conditions constraints and iterative confirmations to ensure performing key military tasks.
The interaction is started by the information processing platform agent that acts as a manager issuing a call for proposals, e.g. scouting and measuring the No. 1 target in A region. The general reconnaissance platform agents that act as potential contractors respond with proposals, to which the information processing platform agent either rejects or accepted. Accepted proposals can be either cancelled by the information processing platform agent, or executed by a certain general reconnaissance platform agents, who later informs the information processing platform agent of success or failure of the execution. According to the real situation on information battlefield, the information processing platform agent may also re-select other proposals or issue a new call for proposals, e.g. detecting the No. 2 target in B region.
The process is a multi-agent collaboration process and a selecting contractor process according to contractor's importance weight and trust network.
The demonstration system that we set up can be illustrated by Figure 11 , which presents the dynamic and real-time situation information during multi-sensor battlefield reconnaissance. According to the military experiences on tactical warfare process on distributed battlefield, we can set appropriate data to the parameters for our system. When Algorithm in this paper Algorithm in [33] Algorithm in [34] we run the simulation demonstration system, we can obtain some results, which are shown in Figure 12 in which T represents total time for fulfilling the attack battle task (minute), E represents attack efficiency (min/ target) and R represents rate of destroyed force (%). In Scenario A, the Red armored force unit takes a transverse deployment. Column and triangular deployment are taken respectively in Scenario B and Scenario C. Thus by these simulation results one can find that Scenario C is the most effective attack battle plan for the Red armored force unit while Scenario B is the worst one. 
Contractor Selecting Results and Checking Model
In this case, we measure and estimate some targets or obstacles in the land battlefield environment multisensor reconnaissance entity agents fall across. The obtained reconnaissance measurement values are recorded in Table 1 . Each sensor reconnaissance entity agent's fuzzy similarity and relative importance weigh can be shown in Table 2 . According to our data fusion algorithm, the final data fusion result can be also attained: Table 2 shows that the measuring stability and reliability of the 1st sensor reconnaissance entity agent is the maximum, the 3rd one takes second place, and the 5th one is the minimum. In fact, the 1st sensor reconnaissance entity agent's mean measurement value x 1 =43.5, which is the nearest data to the final reconnaissance data fusion result 43.314. On the contrary, the 5th agent's mean measurement value x 5 is the furthest data to the final reconnaissance result. Experimental result indicates that the algorithm can give priority to the high-stability and high-reliability sensor reconnaissance entity agents.
In fact, we perform an actual reconnaissance measurement and find that this distance is 43.348. Therefore, through the fuzzy similarity-based algorithm the error is only 0.034, and the relative error is only 0.0784%. Through those algorithms in [33] and [34] , however, the errors are respectively 0.054 and 0.042. Accordingly, the relative errors are respectively 0.125% and 0.0969% (See Figure 13) . It shows that the precision of the multi-sensor reconnaissance data fusion in battlefield reconnaissance can be improved by using our algorithm. The experiments are performed again and again. The results are well accordant with the real data.
Based on the computation of the importance weighs of contractors, if this interaction is the first contract issue, the trusts of the initiator (information processing platform agent) on all contractors (general reconnaissance platform agents) are 1. Thus, according to formula (19) , the 1st general reconnaissance platform agent is selected as the current contractor since the trust of the initiator on it is the maximum. (20) If it fails to perform this contract task, the trust of the initiator on it is updated as 
Thus, we can obtain this fact that the selected contractor in the first interaction issue, by its relative best performance in contract task, can win a better station in the next interaction issue. Even it didn't achieve its established objective in contract, it still holds a relative high trust 0.310. We further analyze the process and can find that the method is applicable to other interaction issues in latter stages. The fact fitly reflects the rationality of our model.
By implementing verification, validation, and accreditation, the results that we obtained from agentbased multi-sensor battlefield reconnaissance simulation by CNP is accordant to real military situation. The fact proves that our model is feasible and effectual.
Conclusion
Agent-based simulation has become a popular simulation analysis tool and has been used to examine complex warfare system like BRS. We take agent-based multi-sensor battlefield reconnaissance simulation as research object. One of kernels in agent-based simulation is agents interaction and its protocol. In CNP mechanism, how to select a reasonable contractor is a challenging problem. In this paper, we propose a novel approach based on maximum dynamic integrative trust for it. After analyzing agent and agent-based simulation framework, CNP and collaborators, and agents interaction chain, we present the flow chart and basic steps of our contractor selecting approach and validate its feasibility and efficiency by case study. In contrast with other current approaches, our approach has some advantages: (1) taking the importance weights of potential contractors into account during selecting contractor; (2) presenting a method on building agents interaction chain and transforming it to corresponding trust network that embodies the process of selecting contractor; (3) putting forward a means of modifying dynamically the trust of an contractor. Thus, the approach is applicable in describing the agent-based simulation model in which military entities collaborate to carry out reconnaissance task with high efficiency.
